The Eberlestock Difference

Whether you’re new to our brand, or you’ve been following us for a while, one quick glance through these pages will show you that there isn’t another company on our planet quite like Eberlestock.

A good story has a beginning, a plot that develops, and an ending. A good company lives by an ethic of good design, quality, and originality. We strive to be that kind of company, and, more than 30 years into the game, we feel like we’re just getting started on the really good part of the story.

We’ve always been known as makers of great gear. And there’s nothing in our line that we don’t believe in, even as we constantly strive to make each new design iteration better than what came before it.

We’re particularly proud of the apparel that we’re bringing forward. You may think of us as a pack company, but keep in mind that when we started making packs, people thought of us as a gunstock company. We’re not particularly interested in staying within the lines. We just look for something that we can do better, and we go for it. The clothing took a while. Fifteen years, to be precise. And the reason why is that we were always committed to the idea that if we were going to make something, it has to be the best that it can be. Good things take a while. But watch what happens now. We’re just getting started.

We’re excited to be sharing this journey with you. Thanks for taking us along with you on your adventures.
Trinity Peak Jacket
Sizes: S, M, XL, XXL
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Dry Earth, Phantom Grey

You won’t find a better shell that’s built for performance, not gimmicks. Four-way stretch fabric with a 40K+ breathability rating and 20K+ waterproofing will keep you dry when it rains – and will not cause condensation inside the jacket when you are climbing up a mountain. This is technology in clothing.

MSRP: $429

Afterburner Pants
Sizes: S, M, ML, L, LL, XL, XLL, XXL
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Dry Earth, Phantom Grey

Technical, versatile, lightweight, and built to last. The Afterburner pant brings the Eberlestock approach to a great pair of hunting pants. Made of 4-way stretch polyester with a DWR finish, Afterburners provide a close riding, athletic fit with a cut that gives unrestrained freedom of movement.

MSRP: $169
Lost River Jacket
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Phantom Grey

Offering the best in class wind/water protection for a mid-weight jacket, this featherweight piece should be a staple in every kit. Featuring 80gm Primaloft insulation, packable into its inside pocket, breathable, and touting a superior warmth-to-weight ratio, this jacket is built to perform.

MSRP: $269

Cache Peak Jacket
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Dry Earth, Phantom Grey

With a waterproof-yet-extremely breathable weather protection membrane and 4-way stretch soft-shell outer, the Cache Peak Fleece has an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio. This fleece features our proprietary water-resistant membrane, meaning you get to hunt longer in adverse conditions.

MSRP: $189

Bruneau SPF Hoody
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Dry Earth, Phantom Grey

The Bruneau Hoody has become our go-to, all-purpose shirt. In the early season, wear it as a lightweight, stretchable, sun-protective, cool-breeze kind of outdoor shirt. Features include 4-way stretch polyester, UPF 30+ protection factor, long sleeves with thumb holes, a fitted hood, and a half face zipper.

MSRP: $129
Diamond Peak Vest
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Dry Earth

The missing piece of your cold-weather gear. With 80-gm Primaloft insulation and our proprietary waterproof membrane, it is a perfect layering piece for mid to late season hunting. Featuring an athletic fit and designed to be layered, the Diamond Peak is built for comfort but doesn’t sacrifice performance.

MSRP: $189

Bennett Mountain Vest
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Phantom Grey

Use it for early season hunting, and for all-around comfort when you need just a little more than the basic shirt on your back. Designed for a close-to-the-body feel with a four way stretch material that won’t hold you back. Cut to wear over your first and second layers so you stay light and stay warm.

MSRP: $129

AirBase
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

This is the best next-to-skin layer in the world. Polypropylene is widely known as the best wicking fabric. With Airbase’s big air pockets, you have nothing contacting the majority of your skin surface, while adjacent polypropylene wicks moisture, so you always feel dry. Made with silver ion for scent control.

Top: $79
Bottom: $69
Eberlestock Logo Cap
A great looking ballcap in Eberlestock’s iconic colors. Eberlestock logo on a gray cap with black mesh back and classic adjustable snap back. One size fits most.

MSRP: $24.95
**Lucky Ring Logo Cap**

Colors: Grey/ Orange Logo, Black/ Silver Logo


MSRP: $24.95

---

**T-Shirts**

Eberlestock logo with Skycrane graphic. Operator graphic with Lucky Ring Logo on sleeve. Also available is Eberlestock logo with Dragonfly graphic. ‘Go in Light, Come Out Heavy’ graphic on sleeve. Both are 60% cotton / 40% Polyester Premium fitted shirt.

MSRP: $24.95
EMOD - Eberlestock MODular System

Step 1. Select a frame platform
Step 2. Select the desired pack, duffel, scabbard or dry bag
Step 3. Zip or buckle to the frame

The Result: EMOD -- The Eberlestock Modular System.

Years of effort in the search for the most efficient solutions has brought us to EMOD, the Eberlestock Modular System. The concept is simple and elegant: go as light as possible on any given adventure, but be able to ramp up when you need to haul freight. As a design philosophy, it means we reduce a product to its minimum necessary features, but we incorporate a system that allows you to add elements as you need them. In the field, this means that you can scale your system. Take no more than what you'll need, but have the flexibility to scale it up to take as much as you can walk with. And when you have big game hanging in a tree miles from the nearest road, be ready to zip in there and pack out max-ordnance loads on the spot.

EMOD has many cross-over features: Packs that can be mated together, and accessories that serve several purposes and can be used on several of our platforms. Versatility isn't just a word we throw around -- it is the lifeblood of our products. And the quest for its perfection has led us to create the first fully integrated line of modular backpacks. EMOD has many potential starting points, but we recommend starting with either the F1 Mainframe or M1 Carrier Frame. From these platforms, using buckles, zippers, or our Hookup kits, there are endless options for your pack to function as an expeditionary pack, freight pack, meat hauler, or day pack. And you can make the transition from one to another in seconds.
F1 Mainframe
Volume: N/A
Weight: 4.3 lb / 1.9 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Timber Veil, Dry Earth, Military Green

Adapts to any situation by allowing you to attach one of our duffel’s, dry bags, scabbards, or piggy-back packs. The modular system allows one pack to function as an expeditionary pack, freight pack, meat hauler pack, or day pack and the transformation takes only seconds. Base platform for EMOD

MSRP: $199

F1T Tall Mainframe
Volume: N/A
Weight: 4.9 lb / 2.2 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Dry Earth, Military Green

At 3.5” taller than the F1, this tall version is recommended for people with longer torsos or for people who want load lifters high above their shoulders. With either a zipper or a buckle, you can build the F1T into the pack you need. Base platform for EMOD

MSRP: $229

M1 Carrier Frame
Volume: N/A
Weight: 3.9 lb / .56 kg
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, Black

One of the foundations for the EMOD. Similar to the F1, but featuring a flat frame, use the Hookup Kit to bridge many of our packs to the Carrier Frame. Build a state-of-the-art sniper pack with removable scabbard, mortar pack, medic pack, or ultralight meat hauling hunting pack. The options with EMOD are endless.

MSRP: from $199
F7 Kite
Volume: 3700 ci / 60 L
Weight: 4.8 lb / 2.2 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green

This ultralight pack can be a stand-alone pack or it can be combined with our F1 or M1 frames using our Hook-Up Kits. Our goal was to go ultralight without sacrificing the essential features including the hydration pocket, the barn door front opening, and the roll-top (for expandable capacity). Hooks to EMOD

MSRP: $289
F65 Little Big Top
Volume: 4000 ci / 65 L
Weight: 5.2 lb / 2.4 kg
Colors: Mountain, Western Slope, Dry Earth, Military Green

Expanding on our EMOD system, the F65 brings you a 3 to 4 day pack system that can be a stand-alone pack or it can be piggybacked to the F1 or M1 frames. With a dry-bag style roll-top and large frontal opening, this pack is lightweight, tough, and adaptable.
Zips to EMOD
MSRP: $289

F5 Switchblade
Volume: 1500 ci / 25 L
Weight: 3.6 lb / 1.6 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, Black

This mid-size pack can be a stand-alone pack or combined with our F1 or M1 frames using our Hook-Up Kits. Use as an EDC pack, day hunting pack or short-range mission pack. Includes a handgun sleeve, two laptop/weapon sleeves, a hydration pocket, and a top/front loading zipper.
Hooks to EMOD
MSRP: from $199

F2 Transformer
Volume: 2300 ci / 37 L
Weight: 4 lb / 1.8kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Timber Veil, Dry Earth, Military Green

The perfect mid-size pairing for our EMOD system or a lightweight standalone pack. Buckle or zip it to the Mainframe, making it a seamless framed pack with the ability to extend away from each other to handle loads in between.
Zips and clips to EMOD
MSRP: $199
F3 Halftrack

Volume: 2150 ci / 35 L
Weight: 6.4 lb / 2.9 kg
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, Black

Big enough to carry your 3-day kit, but still close-riding and fit to the footprint of the human back. Designed around our polycarbonate Gossamer frame, with two generous side pockets, a top lid, rain cover stashed in bottom pocket, barn-door front opening

MSRP: from $269
**F3F FAC Track**

Volume: 1900 ci/ 31 L  
Weight: 6.8 lb  
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, UNICAM II

Designed with forward air controllers in mind, the FAC Track features a radio rack, perfect for carrying a PRC-117 class radio. Popular for its slim profile, large barn-door front opening, and zip away top, the FAC Track is also a favorite among preppers and survivalists.

MSRP: from $299

---

**F4 Terminator**

Volume: 4100 ci/ 67 L  
Weight: 9.5 lb  
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam

This full-format conventional backpack features both top-loading and double-decker front-loading access. The top is fitted with a removable Fanny-Top go-bag (LP1). Pair with the A4SS scabbard to make a G4 Operator-style pack. Tailored raincover included.

MSRP: from $429

---

**F4NT Terminator XL**

Volume: 6100 ci/ 100 L  
Weight: 9.9 lb / 4.5 kg  
Colors: Coyote

The Terminator XL is a larger, 100-liter version of the F4. The upper outside front pocket is replaced with a clean full MOLLE panel, a large expandable top section is added, and overall volume is increased. Pair with the A4SS scabbard to make an Operator-style pack. Comes with tailored raincover and LP1.

MSRP: $499
**F52 Jackhammer**
Volume: 2700 ci / 44 L
Weight: 9.4 lb / 4.3 kg
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam

Featuring our Intex II frame, this pack is a hybrid internal-external frame, which gives you the comfort and quiet of an internal frame pack with the load-bearing performance of an external frame pack. Pack features a barn-door opening in the front, a storm-collar expandable access front the top, and a tunnel for scabbards. Can be combined with LP1 or A4SS.

MSRP: from $329

**F53 Tomahawk**
Volume: 4000 ci / 66 L
Weight: 7.4 lb / 3.4 kg
Colors: ATACS IX, Black, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam

We’re excited to introduce our latest long-range pack. Based on the well-liked format of our other F-type packs, the Tomahawk is stripped of non-essential features in a bid to save weight and gain maximum efficiency. With a contoured no-shelf Intex II frame, the F53 is a comfortable heavy-load hauler. Floating top converts to fanny pack.

MSRP: from $299
**G1 Little Brother**

Volume: 1800 ci / 29 L  
Weight: 4 lb / 1.8 kg  
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam

The G1 features both top-loading and full-front panel loading. MOLLE webbing fills all useful spaces inside and out. Two hydration sleeves on interior back wall sized for our WXP3L 3-liter bladders. Features a tunnel compatible with the A4SS scabbard. Use Hook-Up kits to clip to the M1 or zip it to the J79 Skycrane II or J51 Warhammer. Hooks to EMOD.

MSRP: from $189

---

**G2 Gunslinger II**

Volume:  
Weight: lb / kg  
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, Black

One of the most popular all-around tactical packs, the workhorse Gunslinger II is the Goldilocks model: not too big, not too small. Now modernized with a new M1 style frame, Nylex panel interior, and a laser cut MOLLE front panel. With our patented Backscabbard sewn-in and the GSTC butt cover, this pack can carry up to a 60” rifle. This is simply the most versatile mid-size pack on the planet.

MSRP: from $349
G3 Phantom
Volume: 2800 ci / 45 L
Weight: 10.5 lb / 4.8 kg
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, Black

The greatest sniper pack of all time, modernized. The G3 combines a removable drag bag and backpack. Carry a full-scale sniper weapon in the scabbard with the top cover to be discreet. Choose what you need for the mission: the backscabbard, the pack, the drag bag, or the whole set.

MSRP: from $399

G4 Operator
Volume: 4700 ci / 77 L
Weight: lb / kg
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, Black

A true go-to-war pack that’s used by snipers and special forces around the world, the Operator lives up to its reputation. For improved load bearing, it features the Intex II frame. For maximum efficiency, the backscabbard is linked to the pack. Removable LP1 go-bag is included.

MSRP: from $449

GS05 Gunslinger
Volume: 2700 ci / 44 L
Weight: 6.5 lb / 2.9 kg
Colors: Coyote, Multicam

If you love the Gunslinger concept, but prefer simplicity, this is your pack. Interior hydration sleeves, MOLLE webbing inside and out, and side zip access to the top-loading main compartment. And, of course a scabbard capable of carrying up to a 60” rifle.

MSRP: from $289
H2 Gunrunner

Volume: 1400 ci / 23 L
Weight: 3.5 lb / 1.6 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Loden, Dry Earth, Military Green

This minimalist, lightweight rifle pack is designed for hands-free travel and quick access to your rifle. The top compartment is a good size for range finders, calls, and other small items. While the main compartment is sized for a day’s worth of clothing and food. This pack is also hydration compatible.

MSRP: $189
H1 Mini Me Hydro
Volume: 400-900 ci / 6-9 L
Weight: 3.5 lb / 1.6 kg
Colors: Western Slope, Timber Veil, Rock Veil, Hunter Orange, UNICAM II, Dry Earth, Military Green

The Mini-Me is the most versatile hydration pack on the planet. With unequaled features, including a zip-open scabbard tunnel, a pull-out “BirdBag” expansion feature, WXP3L 3L bladder, and a host of other perfectly placed details.

MSRP: $149

H7 Dagger
Volume: 335 ci / 5.5 L
Weight: 1.9 lb / 0.9 kg
Colors: Western Slope, Timber Veil, Dry Earth, Military Green, Black/ Gray

Our H7 Dagger pack makes a great hydration pack on it’s own or rig it onto MOLLE webbing on any of our packs to make a piggy-back hydration system. It also has the ability to carry any of our side scabbards. A minimalist solution for simple hydration or for hands-free rifle carry. Includes a WX2L 2L bladder.

MSRP: $99

H31 Bandit
Volume: 855 ci / 14 L
Weight: 2.5 lb / 1.1 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, Black

The H31 is a scaled-down version of our hybrid full-top/front loading design augmented by a front grapple panel with laser-cut MOLLE. With ample room for ammo, food, light jackets, etc., The Bandit is a terrific hydration compatible EDC pack.

MSRP: From $129
**J34 Just One**

Volume: 2300-4600 ci / 38-76 L
Weight: 7.5 lb / 3.4 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Doppelganger

In its compact mode, it rides behind your torso and behaves like a day pack. It unzips to double its capacity, and can be expanded with our J-type Duffel's/Dry Bags. The J34 excels in hauling meat and camp off the mountain while packing your rifle in the sewn in rifle scabbard, or with a bow attached to the back.

MSRP: $329

**J117 Dragonfly II**

Volume: 2700-4900 ci / 44-80 L
Weight: 8.7 lb / 4 kg
Colors: Western Slope, Timber Veil, Doppelganger

Two long tubular compartments function as a day pack. You can unzip them to double the pack's size. The exposed cargo area has a mesh panel to let meat cool. The J117 can be expanded with our J-type Duffel's/Dry Bags to haul camp in/off the mountain. Features sewn-in rifle scabbard and LP1 Fanny Top.

MSRP: $429
J51 Warhammer
Volume: 2000 ci / 33 L
Weight: 8.5 lb / 3.9 kg
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam

Featuring our Intex II frame, this pack is a hybrid internal-external frame. Its patented Cam Expansion System allows its load bay to be used for a scabbard, the G1 Little Brother, Spike Duffel’s, Dry bags, and just about any other piece of equipment. Can be combined with LP1 and A4SS.

MSRP: from $299

J79 Skycrane II
Volume: 4475 ci / 73 L
Weight: 11.7 lb / 5.3 kg
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, UNICAM II, Black

A complete modular system, the Skycrane II is 3 packs in one. The base platform is a 2400 ci pack with the Cam Expansion System, that can be unzipped to embrace other packs. The system includes the G1 Little Brother pack and LP1 Fanny Top. Compatible with all scabbard including the A4SS and the new A4DB rifle dry bag.

MSRP: from $499
The M5 Team Elk pack hits the hunting pack sweet spot. It has best-in-class features, including fold-away rifle scabbard, built-in bow carrier, Intex II aluminum frame, compression straps, waist-belt pockets, and more. It serves as a day pack but also it can go for short multi-day trips. It performs extremely well hauling heavy loads.

MSRP: $329
We at Eberlestock feel it is our responsibility as sportsmen to be responsible stewards of the land and its resources. By doing this, we can ensure that our future generations are afforded the same opportunities to chase wild critters on public land that we now enjoy. Several years ago we were invited to design a pack for the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation’s Team Elk initiative. We committed to building one of the best all-around hunting packs ever created. The result is a great hunting pack, proudly blazoned with the Team Elk Logo. A full 10% of the revenues from the M5 Team Elk pack are donated to the RMEF. Year after year, it continues to be the #1 fund raising product for the RMEF. That means more dollars going to conservation and public lands. We invite you to join Team Elk and help us further the cause of one of the greatest hunting-oriented conservation groups on earth.
R1 Bang-Bang Range Bag
Dims: 21.5 x 10 x 10"
Colors: Dry Earth, Black, Red, Cobalt Blue

The coolest range bag ever also works great for medical supplies, camera gear, and tool kits. This bag features a configurable interior and organizers at both ends. A polycarbonate bottom will make sure your gear stays clean and dry. Grapple straps on the sides help you attach shooting mats, gun cases, and more.

MSRP: $179

R3 UpRanger
Weight: 7.3 lb / 3.3 kg
Colors: Dry Earth, Black

The ultimate 3-Gunner pack, range pack, or camera-gear pack. Load it up, heavy. Add one or two Sidewinder cases, all your ammo, a handgun or two for the interior pistol sleeves. The polycarbonate outer face is made to hit the ground. Guns and gear come straight up and out, from the side that’s naturally up through a full size U-zipper.

MSRP: $299

S25 Cherry Bomb
Volume: 820 ci / 13 L
Weight: 4.5 lb / 2 kg
Colors: Black/ Grey, Earth/ Coyote, Green/ Gray

Our popular EDC packs give you the ability to be non-tactical yet tactical. Hybrid front-and top loading, with wrap over zippers, they feature two full layers, intended as “public” and “private” (weapons storage) spaces. Choose the S25 for a slim-line day bag that can fit rifles up to 24” in length.

MSRP: $249
S27 Little Trick
Volume: 1140 ci / 19 L
Weight: 3.6 lb / 1.6 kg
Colors: Dry Earth, Black, Green/ Gray

A modern, yet edgy looking EDC pack with the ability to carry various carbines in the aft computer/scabbard sleeve. Expandable bottom increases overall volume and lengthens the scabbard. Magnetic openings allow quick access to a handgun concealed carry pouch from either side of the pack.
MSRP: $229

S34 Secret Weapon
Volume: 1800 ci / 29 L
Weight: 7.5 lb / 3.4 kg
Colors: Green/ Gray, Black/ Gray, Earth/ Coyote

A larger version of our popular S25 Cherry Bomb EDC pack. Hybrid front-and top loading, with wrap over zippers, they feature two full layers, intended as “public” and “private” (weapons storage) spaces. Choose the S34 to conceal a folding sniper rifle or 11” barreled M4. Can conceal rifles up to 30” in length.
MSRP: $299

S45 Big Trick
Volume: 1920 ci / 31 L
Weight: 5.8 lb / 2.6 kg
Colors: Dry Earth, Green / Gray, Black

A larger version of the S27, with discreet provisions for quick access to handguns and a zip-away top to unveil a carbine or folded rifle. The “Tricks” have a full-featured organizer array in the top pocket and an easy-access layout. The expandable bottom increases volume and lengthens the internal scabbard.
MSRP: $289
A highly functional, lightweight tactical pack, the X31 features a tactical weapon-sized Backscabbard. Two new generously sized pockets on the exterior of the upper and lower front flaps allow more organization. It comes with our Gossamer frame, which can be interchanged with the aluminum Intex II frame.

MSRP: from $249

Similar to the X31, without the scabbard. The X41 has a contour shape that tapers at the top and the bottom, giving it a close-to-the-body ride. The packs are fully compressible with side-mounted compression straps that draw the load upward to position the pack’s contents over the wearer’s center-of-gravity.

MSRP: from $199
X1A3
Volume: 1500 ci / 25 L
Weight: 5.8 lb / 2.6 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Doppelganger, Western Slope, Timber Veil, Coyote Microsuede

The newest model of our best-selling X1 pack is state-of-the-art. A wide scabbard can hold all types of long guns. Big tubular front pockets form a cradle for your bow. Full-depth pockets can hold large spotting scopes and it comes with a Gossamer frame sheet.

MSRP: $199

X1E X1 Euro II
Volume: 2000 ci / 33 L
Weight: 5.3 lb / 2.4 kg
Colors: Mountain, Western Slope, Rock Veil, Timber Veil, Dry Earth Microsuede, Loden Microsuede

The X1E is truly a unique hunting pack. A giant top loading area is complemented by a lower front door that gives separate access to the bottom of the pack. A tuck-able rifle scabbard, MOLLE 10 webbing, two water bottle pockets, and three zippered pockets round out the exterior.

MSRP: $229

X2
Volume: 1830 ci / 30 L
Weight: 4.5 lb / 2 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Rock Veil, Dry Earth Microsuede, Loden Microsuede, Multicam

The X2 is a tough little pack with big pack features. Oversized compression straps for lashing on a heavy load. Dual hydration compartments. Quick-access pockets for spotting scopes and tripods. And best of all, a unique tubular aluminum Intex frame for hauling heavy loads.

MSRP: from $199
The V69 Destroyer is an upgraded version of the modern mountaineering style backpack. It features upper and lower main chambers with front-door opening panels, a large expandable sleeve top-loading section, compression straps, mesh side bags, and MOLLE panels. Includes full rain cover.

MSRP: $389

V90 Battleship

We built the V90 Battleship to be an extremely capable and comfortable load bearing system. With similar features to the V69, the main difference between the two is scale. Choose the larger V90 if you simply need to get serious and haul some big loads. Includes full rain cover.

MSRP: $429
E2B Sniper Sled Drag Bag
Dims: 52" L (51.5" Interior) x 13.5" W  
Weight: 8 lb / 3.6 kg  
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, Multicam, Black

A modern mix on the classic drag bag and rifle case. A removable waistbelt and harness provides a useful way to put the load on the hips and to stabilize the carriage of the bag. The interior features a tri-fold design, which allows you to carry two weapons using the outer leaf as a divider.

MSRP: from $329

E57B Sniper Sled Drag Bag, Long
Dims: 58" L (57" Interior) x 13.5" W  
Weight: 8.5 lb / 3.8 kg  
Colors: Dry Earth, Multicam, Black

With the same features as our 52" drag bag, this 57" drag bag is a longer version of the E2B. It has three large bags on the front outer side that are removable. The bag also features an internal pocket for securing the stock of a shorter rifle. This provides a second securing place for a shorter rifle inside of the E57B.

MSRP: from $349
The B1 is the ultimate brief case, with a tandem zipper that easily opens the barn-door top, revealing a large main compartment. An adjacent laptop compartment comprises the bulk of the remaining interior volume. Complete your EDC with a hidden magnetic-closure pocket for your handgun.

B1 Combat Office Brief
Weight: 1.2 lb / 0.5 kg
Colors: Dry Earth, Black, UNICAM II

MSRP: $149

Slightly smaller and more subtle than our B1, the B2 has all the same essential brief case features: Organizer array, laptop pocket, concealed carry compartment, and more. Both bags are airport friendly, with TSA flat-fold design and sleeves for piggy-backing on your roll-aboard.

B2 Undercover Brief
Weight: 1 lb / 0.4 kg
Colors: Coyote, Black, Cobalt Blue

MSRP: $99

Designed for the backpack user who wants to eliminate a layer of straps: hang your bino case or accessory pouch directly from your pack harness. Kit includes set of 4 strap and clip combos.

APSK -Pouch Chest Suspension Kit

MSRP: $9.95
A1CS Scout (Small)

Weight: 0.9 lb / 0.4 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Dry Earth

For all the minimalists out there, the Scout Bino Packs are our most streamlined design yet. The smaller A1CS will hold most 10x42 binos. It features our popular magnetic closure system, a sleeve at the rear for either a range finder or pistol, and our three way pouch mounting system.

MSRP: $89

A1CL Scout (Large)

Weight: 1 lb / 0.4 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Dry Earth

With the same airflow harness found on our other bino packs, use the A1CL to hold up to most 15 x 56s. This bino pack has all of the same features as the smaller A1CS, such as the three way mounting system: use with full harness, mount to any MOLLE matrix, or hang from your pack with our APSK kit.

MSRP: $99

A2CP Nosegunner

Weight: 1.2 lb / 0.5 kg
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Doppelganger, Dry Earth, Loden

This bino pack was the first to ever have a built-in holster for a handgun or rangefinder. It can hold binos up to most 15x56s and works great as a camera chest pack. This pack has a three way mounting system: use it with the full harness, mount to any MOLLE matrix, or hang from your pack with our APSK kit.

MSRP: $129
The A2SS is a side scabbard for a scoped hunting rifle or shotgun. Pair it with our JSTC Butt Cover.

MSRP: $59.95

A2LS Bolt Sniper Rifle Scabbard

The A2LS is a larger four-panel side scabbard. The A2LS is designed for conventional bolt-action rifles with 50mm objective scopes and/or bipods. Pair with our JSTC Butt Cover.

MSRP: $69.95

A4SS Tactical Weapon Scabbard

Our A4SS is a unique tactical scabbard. It is expandable and collapsible. It fits sniper rifles and AR-Class weapons. Includes a GSTC Butt Cover.

MSRP: from $149

A4DB Rifle Dry Bag & Crown Shield

The A4DB is an ultralight rifle dry bag. It’s made of polyurethane-coated nylon so it’s fully sealed. Includes ARCP Crown Cover to provide added rifle protection.

MSRP: $159

ERM AR Rifle Case

The ERM is an AR rifle-sized case. It can be self-attached to MOLLE webbing.

MSRP: $69.95

ESM Long-gun Case

The ESM Sidewinder Shotgun and Scoped Rifle Case is sized to fit shotguns and scoped bolt action rifles.

MSRP: $69.95
The ButtBucket is a universal compound bow or rifle carrier. It comes with self-mounting straps for use with nearly all our packs. It includes a Ripcord Tether and an auxiliary lock strap.

MSRP: $39.95

The Longbow Carrier mounts onto Eberlestock packs that have our Padlock webbing strips on their lower frontal area. It comes with self-mounting Annex Clips that allow you to attach it to a pack’s Padlock matrix.

MSRP: $24.95

The GSTC Butt Cover is a replacement gun cover for our packs with wide scabbards. It can also be paired with wide-scabbard packs that are sold without the GSTC.

MSRP: $24.95

The JSTC butt cover is made to allow you to fully cover the butt and optics of a rifle or shotgun that you’ll be carrying in your scabbard.

MSRP: $19.99

ButtBucket

Weapon Carrier

The ButtBucket is a universal compound bow or rifle carrier. It comes with self-mounting straps for use with nearly all our packs. It includes a Ripcord Tether and an auxiliary lock strap.

MSRP: $39.95
J-Type Duffel's and Dry Bags go with our J-Series packs and EMOD systems. Use them as liners for mesh compartments, or zip them on to dramatically increase overall volume. They are all EMOD compatible.

J2SD Spike Camp Duffel
MSRP $49.95

J3SD SuperSpike Duffel
MSRP $69.95

A2DB 5-Liter Dry Bag
MSRP $23.95

A1DB Micro Dry Bag
MSRP $19.95

J2DB J-Type Dry Bag- 65L
MSRP $69.95

J3DB J-Type Dry Bag- 110L
MSRP $79.95
Our nylon pouches are made in many different sizes and they are available in most colors and camo patterns. The pouches can be clipped anywhere there is molle webbing. They are all EMOD compatible.

- **Mini Pouch**
  MSRP $12.95

- **Airwave Pouch**
  MSRP $19.95

- **Small Padded Accessory Pouch**
  MSRP $21.95

- **Large Padded Accessory Pouch**
  MSRP $29.95

- **2L Std Pouch**
  MSRP $19.95

- **Saddle Bag**
  MSRP $28.95
The A6SB is designed to function similarly to the tall, narrow pockets on our J-Series packs. You can add one or two to just about any of our packs. Use two of them with the F1 or M1 frames to build our most popular minimalist setup. Features include wrap-around zipper access and hydration sleeve. Zips to EMOD.

**Batwing Pouch**

Volume: 400 ci/ 6.5 L  
Weight: 0.7 lb / 0.3kg

MSRP: $39.95
MultiPack Pouch
The A2MP has ten pockets and it can be mounted to a MOLLE mounting panel on your backpack. A nice feature of this system is that you can mount it to just about anything: run your pants belt through it and use it as a hip pack, or use our optional APSK Suspension Kit, and wear it as a chest pack. Clips to EMOD
MSRP: $49.95

IndiTAK
Volume: 260 ci / 4 L
Weight: 0.8 lb / 0.4kg
Colors: Coyote, Military Green, Multicam, Black
The A2FK IndiTAK (Individual Trauma Aid Kit) holds the essential items in a first-rate trauma kit. It has a tear-away MOLLE back which allows it to be mounted to a pack, to other Velcro mating surface, or simply transferred to a waist belt. Pouch only, does not include contents. Clips to EMOD
MSRP: $49.95

LP1
Volume: 380 ci / 6 L
Weight: 1 lb / 0.4kg
Colors: Coyote, Dry Earth, Military Green, UNICAM Dry
The LP1 is a popular component that’s included as a component with several Eberlestock packs. It can be laced onto any MOLLE grid making it compatible with virtually any pack. The LP1 makes a great organizer, as well as a pull-off go-bag. The LP1 also works as a great stand-alone fanny pack.
MSRP $49.95
By splitting a large shooting pillow diagonally, we’ve increased its potential exponentially. You can use it as a straight-up box shaped pad, or open it to use its ramp shape or off-angle elements for stabilizing a position. The pad is filled with ultralight micro-styrene beads, make a very light – firm but flexible.

MSRP: $129

Our ultralight backpack mountable shooting rest is a perfection of the kind of rest that the Marine Corps Sniper School teaches its students to make. You can attach it to any 3-wide MOLLE panel. It can be quickly detached and remounted to various surfaces of your backpack.

MSRP $29.95

Filled with just the right amount of polystyrene beads, the Triple Wedge is as close to weightless as a shooting-aid can get, yet provides firm support for your rifle. By changing the orientation you choose from three different wedge sizes to get the rough elevation support you need.

MSRP $29.95

By splitting a large shooting pillow diagonally, we’ve increased its potential exponentially. You can use it as a straight-up box shaped pad, or open it to use its ramp shape or off-angle elements for stabilizing a position. The pad is filled with ultralight micro-styrene beads, make a very light – firm but flexible.

MSRP: $129
RASR - Rapid Acquisition Shooting Rest

Simple to set up, it allows you to adjust for both azimuth and elevation while looking through the sights. You easily and smoothly adjust to the situation, even to include radical declivity shooting. It opens up a whole new window of targeting that you can't comfortably get without a highly adjustable rest.

*Bipod not included.

MSRP: $99

A1SM and A2SM

A1SM non-padded and A2SM padded mats. Carries rolled into small roll. Easy to toss out and deploy. Weighted at muzzle end.

A1SM MSRP: $49.95
A2SM MSRP: $69.95

ARSC-CP Scope Cover and Crown Protector

This set of padded protective covers is an evolution of some basic gear. Features that are unique to our design are its Mid-CG Carry handle, flip-open Dope Card viewer, and split Velcro covers on the scope cover to allow use with a variety of weapon configurations. Adjustable to all barrel lengths.

MSRP: From $59.95
The ultimate combination of simplicity and precision, the Cobra is milled from a single billet of aluminum, and is hard anodized for a beautiful and durable matte finish. The Cobra is available only as a non-folding, single-piece rifle stock. Complete rifle quoted on request.

MSRP: $995

M2 Cobra Chassis

The Cobra and Stealth Chassis represents perfection in the gunstock maker’s art. They are finely built machines. Perfect platforms for round-bottom actions. With no bedding necessary, hang your recoil lug, torque down your action, and get as much accuracy out of your rifle as possible.

MSRP: From $1,795

M1 Stealth Chassis
The T2 is a great one-man shelter. With more interior space than a standard bivy, and a full-length awning that you can orient toward a fire, you can make quite a setup with this little tent. The main body is made with Gore-Tex® gas-permeable membrane laminated to a high quality low-sheen tent fabric.

MSRP: $849

The T1 is a step up from your average bivy. The main structure is made with Gore-Tex® gas-permeable membrane laminated to a high quality low-sheen tent fabric. It is breathable for interior comfort and fresh air, but waterproof, and has minimal condensation build-up. Works for snipers and/or hunters.

MSRP: $749
A true 4-season bag. The central zipper allows you to open the top of the bag for ventilation in warmer weather, but the baffled construction provides exceptional warmth in cold weather. Filled with 90/10 goose down with a fill power of at least 600 c.i. Comes with both a storage-bag and compression bag.

MSRP: From $449

Our best all-around 3-season bag, and can be combined with our Ultralight bag (with the “SU” as a liner), which turns the pair into a cold weather 4-season bag. With both bags, you'll be ready for anything. It features Carinthia G-Loft, which maintains very good insulation performance and keeps its loft when damp.

MSRP: From $279

Our Ultralight bag is a great warm weather bag, and extremely compact when compressed. This European-made bag is perfect for “going in light.” It features Carinthia G-Loft, the best synthetic insulation on the planet. The mosquito net allows you to sleep under the stars, while keeping the bugs out.

MSRP: From $199

A true 4-season bag. The central zipper allows you to open the top of the bag for ventilation in warmer weather, but the baffled construction provides exceptional warmth in cold weather. Filled with 90/10 goose down with a fill power of at least 600 c.i. Comes with both a storage-bag and compression bag.

MSRP: From $449
Utility Panel
Colors: Dry Earth, Military Green

This panel is included when you purchase the M1 Carrier Frame and is also sold separately. It is extremely versatile and can be used in a variety of ways. The ladder-lock hooks are designed to hook into any standard MOLLE to add this panel to your existing pack and secure odd shaped items outside. Hooks to EMOD

MSRP: $49.95

Hookup Kit
Colors: Dry Earth, Military Green

The ACH is a pack of 4 straps that can be used a variety of ways. Use with either the F5 or F7 packs to compress the sides, front or use inside adding a versatile strap to secure a load. Attach either F5 or F7 packs to either the M1 or F1 frames. Straps can also be used with traditional Molle webbing. Clips or hooks to EMOD

MSRP: $39.95

J-Series Zip-In Panel
Colors: Mountain, Skye, Western Slope, Doppelganger, Orange

Our Zip-in Front Panel fits over the mesh panel of the main utility (meat) compartment of our J-series hunting packs. This panel will transform your pack into a conventional style, fully enclosed backpack, and is also reversible. Zips to EMOD

MSRP: $29.95
Source® Hydration Bladders
Made by Source®, our dual-fill premium bladders are BPA-free, use patented antibacterial technology, and Glass-Like™ liner, so that you get a product that gives great tasting drinks and long life. We’ve added our own specifications to make this into the hydration system that best fits our products.

2 Liter / 70 oz: $37.95
3 Liter / 100 oz: $39.95

Rain Covers
Colors: Coyote, UNICAM, Snow Digital, Mountain
Sizes: Available in 2 sizes to cover all Eberlestock packs

We know how important it is to keep your gear dry when you’re out in the weather. So we’ve made covers that will give you every option. The J2RC/G2RC are reversible covers that can cover virtually all of our packs, and includes covering a gun in the scabbard. Choose the G1RC/J1RC for a lighter, one-sided rain cover.

MSRP: $24.95-39.95

Stickers
Full-Color Vinyl Decal
Die-Cut Decals
MSRP: $3.95-$4.95
A4BB - BirdBag
The BirdBag utility bag is an easy way to mount 1900 cubic inches of additional capacity on your Eberlestock pack. It has a nylon mesh front designed to let meat cool, and a solid nylon back to keep your pack clean, and comes in a mesh stuff sack.

MSRP: $47.95

Stuff Sack
These little stuff sacks are great for organizing your smaller items inside your pack. We offer three different colors in different two sizes. The small A1ST sack is about a pint, and works well for storing a small rain cover. The large A2ST is about a quart size, and works well for a J2RC rain cover.


Spare Buckle Set
Set of 5 buckles that are most commonly used on our packs: (1) 50mm, (2) 38mm and (2) 25mm. Available in either Stealth or "M"-Type (HD Heavy Duty). Available in Dry Earth color only.

MSRP $9.99

ACSL/ACSM
Accessory Straps
Accessory straps can be routed through the webbing on our packs, to be used to lash on external gear. They are also useful for auxiliary compression straps, and can be used to extend the length of any of our straps equipped with 25mm side-release Stealth or ‘M’/HD buckles.

MSRP: $12.95
The HBSS Regular / Small Contoured Hipbelt works on all of our packs that feature removable belts. Use it as a replacement, or to pair with products where you want to add a belt. While the HBLS Large Hipbelt provides an extended length replacement hipbelt for Eberlestock packs.

**MSRP $24.95 - $29.95**

Our Shooter's harness follows the contours of your shoulders in a way that makes it more comfortable under a load than standard thicker pads. The Thick Pad harness can replace the standard harness on most Eberlestock packs.

**MSRP $23.95 - $26.95**

The Gossamer frame is designed to complement our packs that have the Intex II tubular frame. The interchangeability of these two frame types fulfills the Intex II modular concept.

**MSRP $29.95**

Our ultralight Intex II tubular aluminum frame. A robust frame capable of hauling any load you can carry with it.

**MSRP $29.95**

The Endo is a great addition to many of our day packs. Once inserted, the pack is transformed into a much more structured pack, with vertical and lateral rigidity.

**MSRP $19.95**
GET OUT THERE